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Honduras at 1:750,000 on a single-sided, indexed road map from ITMB with a large street plan of

Tegucigalpa. Altitude colouring plus spot heights show the country's topography, with graphics

indicating swamps and coastal coral reefs. Special nature areas are prominently highlighted and

graded into national parks, protected areas, biological reserves, wildlife refuges, national forests and

anthropological reserves.  The map shows the country's road network, indicating gravel roads and

including selected tracks, with distances shown on main routes and locations of fuel supplies

marked. Railway lines and ferry connections are included and local airports are marked. The map

also shows the country's internal administrative boundaries with names of the departments. Various

places of interest are highlighted, many annotated with brief descriptions. Latitude and longitude

lines are drawn at 1Ã‚Â° interval and the map has an extensive index. Also provided is a large inset

with a street plan of central Tegucigalpa, naming streets within the city centre and the surrounding

barrios and colonias. The plan highlights various facilities and places of interest, including selected

hotels and restaurants, embassies, bus and coach stations, etc.
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Honduras at 1:750,000 on a single-sided, indexed road map from ITMB with a large street plan of

Tegucigalpa. Altitude colouring plus spot heights show the countryÃ¢Â€Â™s topography, with

graphics indicating swamps and coastal coral reefs. Special nature areas are prominently

highlighted and graded into national parks, protected areas, biological reserves, wildlife refuges,

national forests and anthropological reserves.  The map shows the countryÃ¢Â€Â™s road network,

indicating gravel roads and including selected tracks, with distances shown on main routes and

locations of fuel supplies marked. Railway lines and ferry connections are included and local



airports are marked. The map also shows the countryÃ¢Â€Â™s internal administrative boundaries

with names of the departments. Various places of interest are highlighted, many annotated with brief

descriptions. Latitude and longitude lines are drawn at 1Ã‚Â° interval and the map has an extensive

index. Also provided is a large inset with a street plan of central Tegucigalpa, naming streets within

the city centre and the surrounding barrios and colonias. The plan highlights various facilities and

places of interest, including selected hotels and restaurants, embassies, bus and coach stations,

etc.
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